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Honorary Commanders Program Welcome Letter
Welcome to the Desert Thunder Squadron!
It is my extreme honor to welcome you to what will be a continuation of a rich and fruitful relationship
with the men and women at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base – an opportunity that few others get to
experience.
Thank you for taking the time to invest yourself in the Desert Thunder Squadron. As a result of your recent
experience, I am confident that you have taken on a deeper appreciation of Davis-Monthan Air Force
Base. You can continue to be a strong advocate of the base with your colleagues and the community in
which you live through association with the Desert Thunder Squadron.
At the recommendation of Colonel Turnham, the wing commander, we have committed to becoming the
primary support organization for the new Spouse Resilience Program at DM. This program is designed to
assist spouses deal with base relocation, deployments and other issues that create stress. We will be
asking for help with venue locations, speakers, and some financial assistance for a series of conferences
addressing this program.
I sincerely hope that you take full advantage of this rare opportunity and get involved with the Desert
Thunder Squadron. To do that I encourage you to become an Active Member. All former Davis-Monthan
Honorary Commanders are automatically eligible for membership in the Desert Thunder Squadron. Active
voting membership is comprised of members who have donated $100 or more per year and thereby are
eligible for a base pass and a variety of other benefits. Please see our attached Annual Membership
Contribution Statement.
Be sure to visit our website at www.dts-dmafb.org. The password for entrance to the Members Only page
is A10tucson.
I want to make myself available to you at any time to answer questions, bridge any gaps you may
experience, and to absorb your feedback as we continually strive to make the Desert Thunder Squadron
even better.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me!
Sincerely,
Mike Grassinger
Commander, Desert Thunder Squadron
520-241-6946; mgrassinger@cox.net
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Honorary Commanders Program
Managed by the 355th Wing Public Affairs of Davis-Monthan Air Force Base.
The Honorary Commanders Program provides the 355th Wing commander and Davis-Monthan Air
Force Base a community outreach opportunity. The program expands the wing commander's ability
to foster relationships between local civic and business leaders and base personnel. Community or
corporate leaders are assigned to a Davis-Monthan group or squadron for a two-year term.
The purpose of the program is two-fold: It allows community participants to become more aware of
the various missions and units at Davis-Monthan, and it allows military commanders and their units
an opportunity to learn more about the community in which they live. Davis-Monthan commanders
and personnel benefit through increased association with the community and its leaders.
The 355th Wing Public Affairs office administers the program for the wing commander and provides
guidance and advice to ensure the program's overall success.
Commanders are encouraged to have civic leader/honorary commanders programs. These programs
increase the bond between local civic leaders and the Air Force. The goal of a civic leader program is
to engage, educate and empower local, regional and national level community leaders to be
advocates for the Air Force, Airmen and their families. Civic Leader program members should serve
as advisors, key communicators and advocates for Air Force issues, providing ideas and feedback to
commanders as to how Air Force missions can be best accomplished and monitor public attitudes
toward the Air Force and Air Force missions
Program Objectives
The primary objectives of the Honorary Commanders Program (HCP) are to:
A.

Promote mutual understanding between Honorary Commanders (HC) and the Davis-Monthan Air
Force Base (DMAFB) leadership and personnel.
B. Help HCs gain knowledge of DMAFB and the Department of Defense global military mission.
C. Encourage the HC to invest time and resources into projects that will enhance the quality of life
for DMAFB personnel and their families.
Program Administration
A. The HCP is managed by the HCP Chairman and welcomes input from the DTS Commander.
B. Final approval of new HCs is made by the Wing Commander. The HCP Chair, DTS Commander and
the DTS Board of Directors are encouraged to provide input and refer potential candidates to the
355th Wing Public Affairs office. Under no circumstances will program participation be determined
by any local civic organization nor will any local civic organization assess a fee to any civic leader
who is chosen by the base to participate in the base Civic Leader Program.
C. The 355th Wing Public Affairs office and DTS Commander serve as the contact and liaison for any
offers of support from HCs and alumni HCs to DMAFB or any specific Squadron.
D. Once the two-year term of the HC is complete, participation in the HCP may continue as an alumni
member through their association with DTS.
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Roles and Responsibilities
Honorary Commanders
An Honorary Commander is:
A. A recognized outstanding community or business leader.
B. An enthusiastic supporter of the mission of DMAFB.
C. Willing to find resources to accomplish the objectives of the HCP and to help tell the Air Force’s
story to the public.
D. Committed to fulfill the two-year term. During this period, HCs are expected to express their
support with an investment of time. After the two-year term, the HC may choose to remain active
as an Alumni HC through the DTS and continue to participate in the program as long as
membership criteria are met.
E. When practical, term limits should generally be no more than two to three years to enhance the
program’s reach and effectiveness and to avoid program stagnation. If commanders deem longer
terms are necessary, extreme care should be taken to avoid the perception that civic leader
representation is a closed or stagnant group. If requested, a current civic leader may terminate
his or her term early. Should a civic leader not fulfill his or her responsibilities (i.e., recurring nonparticipation) the installation commander may terminate his or her term early.
F. Civic Leaders at all levels serve as advocates on Air Force matters and issues. In particular,
programs should focus on fostering support for Airmen and their families, recruiting talented
individuals to consider the Air Force, encourage youth to serve, encourage diversity and outreach
to minorities, and provide Air Force leadership with insight and perspective on high priority issues.
G. Choosing Civic Leaders. The intent of a civic leader program is to educate and increase the
knowledge and understanding of key civic leaders about the Air Force and the installation. Civilian
participants are selected from among non-federally elected or appointed officials, mayors,
chamber of commerce-type group members, principals of local schools, Military Affairs
Committee members and others who, because of their position or influence in the community,
can positively impact public support for the base. Public Affairs offices should nominate civic
leaders from a diverse cross-section of the entire community and nominees should be approved
though local legal offices prior to sending to wing leadership.
Civic Leaders should:








Be a United States citizen of outstanding character, integrity and patriotism.
Have a deep interest in military affairs.
Be a leader in local/regional/national community affairs.
Be in a position to provide individual perspectives to senior Air Force leaders on Air Force
initiatives, issues and other matters of interest.
Be in a position to disseminate information about the Air Force to broad cross section of the
public and to other prominent citizens in his or her area.
Be able to interpret and affect public attitude toward the Air Force.
Be able and willing to devote a reasonable amount of time as a civic leader for the installation.

Civic Leaders will not:


Be an employee of the Federal Government.
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Be a federally elected or appointed official. Locally elected or appointed officials will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.
Be an active member of the National Guard or a member of the Ready Reserve (Selected),
Individual Ready Reserve, or Standby Reserve.
Be a retired military member of any service. Exceptions will be rare and approved at the
MAJCOM/PAC level when there is significant justification for inclusion.
Be a paid employee of any political party.
Hold financial interests that conflict with their role as a civic leader.

Selection of civic leaders should target engagement of a broad cross-section of area community leaders.
Where possible, a single representative to the program from organizations is desirable (for example,
from a school or business), taking into account the fact that heavily engaged civic leaders may be
members of or participate in multiple local groups or organizations.
Wing, Group and Squadron Commanders
All Commanders with a HC assigned to them are encouraged to:
A. Keep an open-door policy to both HCs and Alumni in good standing.
B. Communicate to HCs and Alumni in good standing any and all relevant information on the status
of their Wing, Group or Squadron.
C. Invite current and Alumni HCs in good standing to all appropriate events.
D. Communicate with the HCP Chairman and DTS Commander on issues pertaining to the HCP. Their
feedback is strongly encouraged.
E. Act as a liaison between DMAFB and the surrounding community.
Alumni Honorary Commanders
Alumni Honorary Commanders may continue their involvement in the HCP through their association
with The Desert Thunder Squadron. Those who do so will be considered a member in good standing.
At the discretion of the commander, members in good standing may continue to be invited as
appropriate to all Base and Squadron functions and will be able to attend all meetings of the HCP.
Members in good standing are strongly encouraged to participate on Desert Thunder Squadron
committees as well as in the HCP.
Desert Thunder Squadron
The Desert Thunder Squadron (DTS) is an Alumni Association of the Honorary Commanders of DMAFB,
Tucson Arizona. Our mission is to continue our support and be a voice in the community with the
knowledge gained as Honorary Commanders to support the men, women, families and mission of
DMAFB. As Honorary Commanders we were connected to Squadrons, Groups or Detachments and
we continue to engage with our designated Squadrons, Groups or Detachments. As members of the
DTS, we now support the base with our personal and professional talents and resources and serve the
DMAFB Airmen and Missions at a moment’s notice.
The Desert Thunder Squadron is a physical and visual reminder of the community’s support for
DMAFB. All former HCs are automatically eligible for active participation in the DTS in accordance
with rules and regulations contained in the DTS Charter and By-laws.
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Desert Thunder Squadron Board of Directors - Officers:
Mike Grassinger, Commander

Bruce Wright, Vice Commander

Dave Barber, Treasurer

Terri Spencer, Secretary

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base
Mission Statement:
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base (DMAFB), a part of the United States Air Force's Air Combat Command,
is located in Tucson, Arizona. The base is home to the 355th Wing, responsible for training and
deploying A-10C Thunderbolt II pilots. DMAFB’s aircraft inventory includes 84 A-10Cs, 15 EC-130H
Compass Calls, 7 HC-130J Combat Kings, 15 HH-60G Pavehawks, a contingent of F-16 Fighting Falcons
and 4,000 assorted aircraft in the 309th Aerospace Maintenance and Regeneration Group.
The 355th's mission is threefold: First, deploy, employ, support and sustain attack airpower and
Airmen in support of Combatant Commanders anywhere in the world. Second, train the finest attack
pilots for the Combat Air Forces. Third, provide every member of the Desert Lightning Team with
responsive, tailored and mission-focused base support.
Overview and History:
On September 23, 1927, DMAFB was formally dedicated in honor of Lieutenants Samuel H. Davis and
Oscar Monthan, two Tucson aviators who died in separate plane crashes after World War I. Charles
Lindbergh, who months earlier crossed the Atlantic in the “Spirit of St. Louis”, formally dedicated
DMAFB. This was a proud moment for our city of Tucson and the commitment to aviation. At that
opening on September 23, 1927, Davis-Monthan Field became the largest municipal-owned airport in
the nation. Our city’s continued commitment to the military and Davis-Monthan Air Force base began
on October 6, 1927 when Staff Sergeant Dewey Simpson transferred the military aircraft refueling and
service operations from the old municipal airport to the newly dedicated Davis-Monthan Field. At that
time, only two military personnel were assigned to the field.
Today, DMAFB is made up of the 355th Wing, which is composed of four groups: the 355th Operations
Group, the 355th Maintenance Group, the 355th Mission Support Group and the 355th Medical
Group. Other units currently assigned to DMAFB are AFSOUTH Headquarters, 309th Aerospace
Maintenance and Regeneration Group, 55th Electronic Combat Group, 563rd Rescue Group, and the
162nd Arizona Air National Guard Alert Detachment. Other federal agencies using the base include
the Federal Aviation Administration and the U.S. Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) Air Service
Branch.
DMAFB was named the outstanding installation in the entire United States Air Force in 2012 and
received the Air Combat Command Commander-in-Chief’s Installation Excellence award in both 2016
and 2018.
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Statistics







Size: 10,763 acres (5 miles)
Aircraft: 152
Squadrons: 67
Flying Squadrons: 11
Population: 46,000 total (11,000 military)
Majority of personnel live off-base: 80%

Economic Impact
According to the 2017 “Economic Impact of Arizona’s Principal Military Operations” prepared by the
Maguire Company for the Military Affairs Commission, DMAFB continues to be a major driver for
economic prosperity throughout Southern Arizona. The report captures key DMAFB economic data
regarding employment; annual payroll, expenditures and estimated financial impacts; indirect and
direct jobs created; retiree data; and the overall annual economic impact estimate. In 2017, the
economic impact of DMAFB included:
 $3 billion overall to the local Tucson economy
 19,175 local jobs
 19,321 military retirees in the local community with an annual retirement pay of $513.6
million
 An estimated 7,577 indirect and induced jobs with an approximate annual dollar value of
$338.7 million
 Over 68,000 hours of direct community support
 Combined operations and maintenance outlays that totaled more than $369 million
Frequently Asked Questions and Answers
Q. How can I continue to serve DMAFB after my tour of duty as an Honorary Commander?
A. Once the two-year term of the HC is complete, participation in the HCP may continue as an alumni
member through their association with Desert Thunder Squadron.
Q: What other groups are there that serve DMAFB?
A. Other groups that serve DMAFB include:
B. The Desert Thunder Squadron
C. DM50
D. Tucson Metro Chamber Military Affairs Committee
E. Tucson Community Cares Foundation
F. Winers and Diners
G. Air Force Association
Q: How many Honorary Commanders have there been?
A. Approximately 99
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Q: Will I still be able to attend any of the functions I attend as an Honorary Commander?
A. Alumni Honorary Commanders may continue their involvement in the HCP through their association
with The Desert Thunder Squadron. Those who do so will be considered a member in good standing.
At the discretion of the commander, members in good standing will continue to be invited as
appropriate to all Base and Squadron functions and will be able to attend all meetings of the
HONORARY COMMANDER PROGRAM. Members in good standing are strongly encouraged to
participate on Desert Thunder Squadron committees as well as in the HONORARY COMMANDER
PROGRAM.
Q: Will I have a chance to be an Honorary Commander of another squadron in the future?
A. In the interest of involving as many members of the Tucson community in the HCP, member’s terms
are limited to 2 or 3 years so that others can participate.
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355th Wing Senior Leadership

Col. Joseph C. Turnham
355 WG/CC

Col. Paul E. Sheets
355 WG/CV

CMSgt Dana Council
355 WG/CCC
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355th Wing







355th Fighter Wing
563rd Rescue Group
355th Maintenance Group
355th Mission support Group
355th Medical Group
355th Wing Staff Agencies

355th Wing Mission Partners













AFSOUTH
309 AMARG
55th Electronic Combat Group
25th Operational Weather Squadron
943rd Rescue Group (AFRC)
162nd Fighter Wing, Arizona Air National Guard
372nd Training Squadron, Detachment 11 (AETC)
Air Force Office of Special Investigations
Customs and Border Protection
Defense Investigative Services
Naval Inventory Control Point
Radar Approach Control (FAA)

355th Fighter Group
The 355th Fighter Group consists of five squadrons and over 300 personnel employing 83 A-10C aircraft
and an AN/TPS-75 radar system. It provides war-fighters with forces for close air support (CAS), forward
air control (FAC), combat search and rescue (CSAR). It also conducts all formal course directed aircraft
initial qualification/requalification training.
355th Fighter Group Mission Statement
Conduct Initial Qualification (IQ) training to produce combat ready forces qualified as A-10C Pilots for
theater commanders worldwide as directed by Combat Air Command (ACC).
Train and equip a 24 PAA A-10C squadron that provides Close Air Support (CAS), Forward Air Control Airborne (FAC-A), and Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) to theater commanders worldwide as directed
by ACC.
Provide operational support to include airfield operations and air traffic control, current operations, 355th
Fighter Wing scheduling, weapons and tactics training, intelligence, and weather for all aspects of the
355th Fighter Wing's operational flying program.
Support USAF recruitment, retention and USAF Strategic Communication objectives at air shows and
events worldwide with the A-10 West Heritage Team.
354th Fighter Squadron
The 354th Fighter Squadron maintains 24 A-10C aircraft to conduct Close Air Support, Forward Air Control
-- Airborne, and Combat Search and Rescue for theater commanders worldwide.
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357th Fighter Squadron
The 357th Fighter Squadron trains pilots in the A-10 and Thunderbolt II. The 357th 'Dragons' conducts all
formal course directed aircraft transition, day and night weapons and tactics employment, day and night
air refueling and dissimilar air combat maneuvers. The squadron trains pilots to plan, coordinate, execute,
and control day and night close air support and battlefield surveillance and reconnaissance. Squadron
prepares pilots for combat mission ready upgrade.
355th Operations Support Squadron
The 355th Operation Support Squadron supports 355th Wing combat missions tasked by the President,
the Secretary of Defense, and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. The squadron directs operational
support functions including airfield, air traffic control, and weather services, weapons and tactics, plans
and exercises, and intelligence for an operations group with three A-10C squadrons. It also develops flying
schedules for more than 10,916 sorties per year.
355th Training Squadron
The 355th Training Squadron conducts and maintains academic, flying, specialized, and electronic
interactive training for A-10C aircraft, meeting Air Force training requirements for over 100 students
annually. The squadron manages and assists development and approval of all aspects of Air Combat
Command A-10C syllabi and operates more than $5 million of advanced fighter aircraft simulators. It also
provides quality assurance for aircrew training contracts valued at more than $5.7 million.
563rd Rescue Group
The 563rd Rescue Group directs flying operations for the USAF's only active duty rescue wing dedicated
to CSAR. The group is responsible for training, readiness and maintenance of one HC-130 squadron and
two HH-60 squadrons, two pararescue squadrons, two maintenance squadrons and an operations support
squadron operating from two geographically separated operating locations.
79th Rescue Squadron
The 79th Rescue Squadron operates the HC-130P/E "Hercules" and provides rapidly deployable combat
search and rescue forces to theater commanders worldwide. It conducts helicopter air refueling, airdrop
and airland of pararescue personnel and/or equipment in support of combat personnel recovery. Its crews
are capable of landings on short, unimproved, runways and low-level operations during day or night with
night vision goggles.
55th Rescue Squadron
The 55th Rescue Squadron operates the HH-60G "Pavehawk" and provides rapidly deployable combat
search and rescue forces to theater commanders worldwide. They tactically employ the HH-60G
helicopter and its crew in hostile environments to recover downed aircrew and isolated personnel during
day, night or marginal weather conditions. The squadron also conducts military operations other than war
including; civil search and rescue, disaster relief, international aid, emergency medical evacuation and
counter-drug activities.
48th Rescue Squadron
The 48th Rescue Squadron trains, equips and employs combat-ready pararescuemen, combat rescue
officers and supporting personnel worldwide in support of U.S. national security interests. It provides
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survivor contact, treatment and extraction during combat rescue operations, uses various fixed and rotary
wing insertion and extraction assets. It employs by any means available to provide combat and
humanitarian search, rescue and medical assistance in all environments.
68th Rescue Squadron
The 68th Rescue Squadron, also known as the Guardian Angel Formal Training Unit (FTU), designs and
conducts Guardian Angel mission qualification and skills training in order to meet combat capability
requirements and integration with joint forces. The FTU instructs a series of advanced formal courses in
order to maximize standardization of training across the career field and produce combat mission ready
warriors.
563rd Operations Support Squadron
The 563rd Operations Support Squadron supports all aspects of the training and employment of the 563rd
Rescue Group's seven combat-ready HC-130, HH-60, pararescue and maintenance squadrons totaling
1,125 military and civilian personnel. It provides all operational support functions including weapons and
tactics, current operations, intelligence, training, life support, mobility and flying hour program
management. As a worldwide deployable unit, it also is responsible for implementing contingency and
theater war plans.
355th Maintenance Group
The 355th Maintenance Group directs component repair, equipment maintenance, sortie production and
overall daily maintenance operations for 355th Wing and associate units. The 355th MXG supports eight
flying squadrons comprised of 75 A/OA-10, 15 EC-130H, 8 HC-130P, and 14 HH-60E combat-ready aircraft
with more than 1,950 assigned personnel. It ensures quality of on- and off-equipment aircraft
maintenance and executes an annual operating budget of $72.2M.
355th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron
The 355th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron generates all combat and training sorties in the 355th Wing
and manages the efforts of 571 personnel in 13 different specialties maintaining A/OA-10 attack aircraft.
The squadron provides safe, properly configured aircraft in order to meet the flying hour program for
three squadrons. It also develops and executes a scheduled maintenance plan to maintain long term fleet
health and provides forces to support worldwide contingency taskings.
355th Equipment Maintenance Squadron
The 355th Equipment Maintenance Squadron performs on-/off-equipment maintenance and inspection
on A/OA-10A, EC-130H, HC-130P, and HH-60G aircraft. The 355th EMS maintains aerospace ground
equipment, life support equipment, GAU-8 30-millimeter gun systems and aircraft weapons release
systems. It provides nondestructive inspection, fabrication of aircraft components and corrosion control
support, and stores, maintains, inspects and transports munitions stockpile.
355th Component Maintenance Squadron
The 355th Component Maintenance Squadron directs intermediate-level maintenance to include repair
and test of propulsion units. Members of the 355th CMS troubleshoot and repair avionics, navigation,
computer, electronic warfare, and photographic equipment. The squadron also calibrates test,
measurement and diagnostic equipment, and completes maintenance on aircraft accessory systems
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supporting seven flying squadrons comprised of A/OA-10, EC-130H, HC-130P, and HH-60G combat and
training aircraft.
655th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron
The 655th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron maintains, services, and inspects eight HH-60G "Pave Hawk"
and seven HC-130J "Combat King II" aircraft. It also plans, schedules, and directs both scheduled and
unscheduled preventative maintenance to maintain mission ready status. The squadron performs all
launch and recovery operations. It rapidly generates, mobilizes, deploys, and employs forces to provide
combat and peacetime search and rescue operations in support of U.S. national security interests.
355th Mission Support Group
Our mission is to provide for the operation, maintenance, and security of DMAFB and facilities in support
of assigned, attached, dispersed or en route, and alert units. Provide support for associate units as
directed by specific agreement. Train and posture for immediate worldwide deployment of combat
support elements in support of higher headquarters tasking.
355th Force Support Squadron
The 355th Force Support Squadron was created in August 2008. The 355th FSS is a hybrid organization
melding the components of the Services, Manpower, and Personnel functional specialties. The 355th FSS
is comprised of dedicated Airmen, civilian and contract employees. The 355th FSS provides the Desert
Lightning team combat and community support by delivering morale, welfare, recreation, manpower and
personnel programs services for more than 7,000 active duty, 3,400 civilian employees, 10,000
dependents and approximately 25,000 retirees assigned to 355th Fighter Wing, mission partner
organizations and the Davis-Monthan communities.
355th Security Forces Squadron
The 355th Security Forces Squadron provides peerless security force protection and flexible combat
support both at home and abroad. The SFS "Desert Defenders" conduct worldwide force protection and
security operations by guarding Noble Eagle alert fighter aircraft, seven flying squadrons, 4,400 tactical
and stored aircraft spread over 13,000 acres, valued at more than $32.3 billion.
355th Logistics Readiness Squadron
The 355th Logistics Readiness Squadron plans, supplies and distributes logistical support in-garrison and
within the deployed environment while continually supporting the war fighter with anything, anytime,
anywhere. The squadron consists of a broad spectrum of diverse flights, including the Vehicle
Maintenance Flight, the Materiel Management Flight, the Fuels Management Flight and the Deployment
and Distribution Flight.
355th Civil Engineer Squadron
Nearly 400 military and civilian engineers comprise the 355th Civil Engineer Squadron. Their efforts dayin and day-out provide the 355th Fighter Wing and D-M teammates with a top notch platform from which
to train, operate and deploy. The 355th CES prides themselves on employing sound asset management
principles enabling D-M members to successfully continue the base mission every day while
simultaneously ensuring the base has the capacity to meet the needs of tomorrow's Air Force. The 355th
CES is responsible for many of the behind-the scenes base functions including maintenance of all facilities,
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properly functioning utilities, unaccompanied housing and environmental management. They also plan,
program and execute all construction on base to the tune of nearly $40-$50 million annually. The most
visible 355th CES members are ready for any emergency at any given time. These include members of Fire
Emergency Services, Readiness and Emergency Management, and Explosive Ordnance Disposal.
355th Contracting Squadron
The 355th Contracting Squadron assures high quality and timely customer support consistent with federal
acquisition regulations and public law for optimum mission execution. The squadron directs contracting
programs in excess of $80 million annually for the acquisition and administration of commodities, services
and construction requirements in support of the 355th Fighter Wing and 24 tenant units that call D-M
"home." The squadron also manages one of the largest Government Purchase Card programs in Air
Combat Command valued at more than $35 million.
355th Communications Squadron
The 355th Communications Squadron provides world class communications capabilities to D-M
warfighters to ensure they have the information they need, when they need it. The Airmen of the 355th
CS provide a broad range of capabilities to the Desert Lightning Team including the operation and
maintenance of the entire communications infrastructure on the base. The communications
infrastructure is a very large network of systems that is comprised of classified/unclassified computer
networks, radio systems, telephone switches, and Air Traffic Control and Landing Systems. The 355th CS
oversees base records management, web page content, and computer resource accountability programs
as well as publications, forms, and instructions, and the official mail center. In addition, the squadron
manages the unit-level Theater Battle Management Core Systems, Information Protection Office, and
Time Compliance Network Orders.
309 AMARG
The 309th Aerospace Maintenance and Regeneration Group (309 AMARG) is a one-of-a-kind specialized
facility within the Air Force Materiel Command structure. 309 AMARG provides critical aerospace
maintenance and regeneration capabilities for Joint and Allied/Coalition warfighters in support of global
operations and agile combat support for a wide range of military operations.
55th Electronic Combat Group
The 55th Electronic Combat Group provides combat-ready EC-130H Compass Call aircraft, crews,
maintenance and operational support to combatant commanders. The group also plans and executes
information operations, including information warfare and electronic attack, in support of theater
campaign plans. Members of the 55th ECG conduct EC-130H aircrew initial qualification and difference
training for 20 aircrew specialties and support operational and force development testing and
evaluation for new aircraft systems.
41st and 43d Electronic Combat Squadrons
The 41st Electronic Combat Squadron was activated at D-M in July 1980 and the 43d Electronic Combat
Squadron was activated at D-M April 1, 1992. Accomplishing the Compass Call mission, both squadrons
provide vital capabilities in the realm of electronic warfare for the Air Force and are poised for immediate
deployment to specific theater contingencies. The unit's combat mission is to support tactical air, ground
and naval operations by confusing the enemy's defenses and disrupting its command and control
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capabilities. However, they each have a different area of responsibility. Both squadrons operate the EC130H aircraft, a specially configured version of the Air Force's proven C-130 transport. To execute its
unique missions, the aircraft were modified with electronic countermeasures systems, specialized
jamming equipment, the capability to aerial refuel, as well as upgraded engines and avionics.
Modifications made to the aircraft vary between the two squadrons, to help each squadron meet its
specific mission-oriented needs.
755th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron
The 755th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron provides war-fighting commanders with combat ready EC-130H
Compass Call aircraft to expeditiously execute information warfare and electronic attack operations. The
755th AMXS plans and executes all on-equipment maintenance actions for 14 EC-130H and one TC-130H
aircraft, including launch and recovery, scheduled inspections, servicing and component replacement.
They also conduct all maintenance training, aircrew debriefing and supply functions.
Detachment 3, Air Combat Command Training Support Squadron
Detachment 3 is one of 13 operations training development detachments located throughout Air
Combat Command and was established October 1, 1991, as a major command special activity when
control for operations training development reverted from tactical training wings to Headquarters,
Tactical Air Command. Approximately 21 people are assigned to Detachment 3. Represented specialties
include A-10 instructor pilots and EC-130H Compass Call subject matter advisors for mission and flight
crew positions, education, training, instructional systems development specialist, editorial experts, and
computer resource management specialists. The mission of Detachment 3 is to develop, manage and
maintain all formal training syllabi and supporting courseware for the A-10 and EC-130H Compass Call
weapon systems assigned to D-M. The unit establishes and validates training requirements, assists in the
acquisition of training equipment, and oversees the development of academic course material in
response to the weapon system’s needs. Detachment 3 provides Contracted Aircrew Training and
Courseware Development contract expertise and performs quality assurance functions on contracts
valued at more than twenty million dollars.
755th Operations Support Squadron
The 755th Operations Support Squadron supports 55th Electronic Combat Group combat missions and
contingency taskings. The 755th OSS performs command and control warfare analysis, targeting, and
intelligence support and directs operational support functions including weapons and tactics training for
all U.S. Air Force EC-130H Compass Call aircrews. They also conduct initial academic and flying training
for 20 crew positions and 200 students while managing 17 major command syllabi.
25th Operational Weather Squadron
The mission of the 25th OWS is to provide weather support to military operations in the western United
States as well as in U.S. Southern Command’s area of responsibility. Additionally, the 25th OWS
produces aviation hazard forecasts for flight levels above 18,000ft and surface weather analysis across
the entire U.S. Northern Command area of responsibility.
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MILITARY COINS
Military coins mean a great deal to service members allowing them to boast of their achievements and
the history of how they received them. They all seem to represent something unfamiliar to the civilian
eye, but there is great history and significance with military coins. They constitute the many reasons
service members signed the military service contract and recited the enlistment oath. It is interesting that
they had their origins in the Air Force.
THE FACTS
A military coin is known by many names. Regardless of the name, it can always be identified by service
members. It's classified as a medallion, challenge, unit or commander's coin. The coin is designed with the
insignia of the unit, battle or goal accomplished. The military coin embodies respect and patronage for
the military organization it represents. The coin can be gold, brass or silver. A service member can have
the coins engraved with personal information that reflects him serving the military.
HISTORY
The military coin originated in World War I. A lieutenant of Ivy League stature designed a gold-plated,
solid bronze coin with his squadron emblem. He ordered coins for all his fellow airmen to commemorate
their time together. One particular soldier had never owned anything of such expense. He wore it around
his neck in a leather pouch. Sometime after receiving the medallion, the airman flew out on a mission. His
plane was bombarded by gunfire. The airman's fighter jet was forced to land behind enemy lines. He was
captured by the Germans and sent to a POW camp to be held overnight. The Germans confiscated all his
belongings except the pouch around his neck. That night, the camp was taken over by the British and the
airman was able to escape. He fled across no-man's land disguised as a civilian. He reached the British,
but with no identification they deemed him an enemy. He persuaded the British to verify his identity by
showing the insignia on the coin. His bravery and quick thinking established the tradition of airmen always
carrying the coin.
THE FUNCTION OF THE MILITARY COIN
Since World War I, airmen used the coin as a challenge, therefore creating the challenge coin. This
tradition swept over to all other military organizations. Members of the military would whip out the coin
without notice to issue a challenge toward another member of the same organization. If that member
didn't possess a coin, he would have to buy a drink for the challenger and anyone who witnessed the
challenge. If he had the coin, the challenger brought a round of drinks. There are no regulations as to how
a challenge can be presented. It's been said that if a coin was accidentally dropped, it was an intentional
challenge to all present.
SIGNIFICANCE
You may wonder: What is the importance of the military coin? It's about pride and the love of serving our
great nation. Military coins are made precisely for companies, brigades, wars, training, high political
officials and historic battles. They are designed with logos that reflect the situation. If a military member
is hurt during battle, they might receive a coin from the governor of their state. Senior military officials
use the coins as awards and a way to build morale within the unit. The more coins one has serves as a
reflection of excellence. Military members are reminded of the bond they shared for many years. These
coins allow these memories to stay fresh. They symbolize the sacrifice, strength, courage and honor that
serving in the military encompasses.
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BENEFITS
The military coin develops cohesion and confidence among members. It is immediate acknowledgment of
a training exercise or improvement. It is a token of everlasting memories, solid like the history that created
the tradition among service organizations. The passion that each service member expresses about their
personal experience with military coins is intense and a permanent benefit. That raw emotion is
undeniable to all.
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